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The NEW
AUDIOARTS
D-75 DIGITAL
RADIO CONSOLE

A CLEAN, CLEAR on -air
design: straightforward layout,
easy tabletop installation, and best

of all - completely modular.

A TRUE plug -and -play radio board
from the Wheatstone digital design team!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
sales@wheatstone.corn / tel 252-638-7000 / www.audioarts. net
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We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio
From A Solid Foundation Of Leadership.

The newest force in radio was forged from a rich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're bringing a breath of fresh

air and a re -energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest

and most comprehensive range of products, services and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together in perfect

harmony and focused on the success of your business. From our innovative products to our forward -looking services,

management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and growth. So whether you're

audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the air with the resources you need to succeed.

To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com.

THE NEW HARRIS RADIO TEAM IS ON THE AIR

AM/FM
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AUDIO CONSOLES DIGITAL RADIO BROADCAST STUDIO HIGH POWER AM SYSTEMS & SERVI1
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Nice up your Remotes

-Mix
The new Tieline i-Mix G3 codec mixer combines 6 valuable remote broadcast tools into one 16x9" compact
box.

Your choice of powerful POTS. ISDN and GSM codecs
A configurable 16x11 cross point digital audio router. (optional)

10 A configurable live communications facility for local and back -to -studio communications.
A 7 input and 3 output configurable digital audio mixing facility.
A built-in telephone talkback facility for taking live callers in the field
On -board relay and RS -232 control system for local and remote control of equipment at either end of your
codec link.

Contact your favorite dealer or Tieline Technology to order your free demonstration i-Mix G3 and see
www tieltne com for a complete functionality and specification list.

800-950-0750

www.tieline.com/be TECHNOLOGY
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Currents Online
Highlights of news items from the past month

Arbitron Recruits for Houston PPM Trial
Ratings trial has about half of the desired 2,100 participants.

NRSC Intros RBDS Open Data Application
Two system proposals have already been submitted, and the
NRSC is accepting additional proposals into January.

Berenics Joins Wheatstone
Sandy Berenics' career includes work for Harris and PR&1.

BE Provides Audiovault Upgrade for
Content Depot
All Audiovault users will be able to interconnect their system
with Content Depot at no charge.

First Broadcasting Names VP of Engineering,
Software Systems
Alastair B.Westgarth will direct all of First Broadcasting's
engineering and software initiatives.

1200 series
available in 5, 10, & 15 channel models
DC controlled, no audio on faders
high performance analog design
socketed ICs for ease of repair
mix minus bus for telephone

ILPenny & Giles slide faders

The 1200 series
of analog consoles
for on air & production Radio applications are
feature laden and reliable. DC control of
audio means there is no audio on faders or
switches for maximum life & reduced RF
interference. Use of P&G slide faders, 10
million operation on/off switches, and only riNIPIO.*
the best components makes the console
durable and reliable. Features such as the
mix minus bus for interface with a telephone
hybrid makes the 1200 ideal for professional
studio applications.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com

2004 Mdfo
Innovative Product
FleaCle, 0400 AWARD

A Showcase of Technical Innovation
Vote online for your choice

in the Ri-dio magazine
2004 Innovat ve Product Awards
You pick the best new products of

,,,j_12Eyear. Vote today at beradio,com

Win a Neumann
BCM 104

microphone,
ATI ML200 nic
preamp or LPB

Silent Mic Boom!
Find the microphone icon on the

Radio magazi le covers from 2004
and ycu could win.

Enter today at beradio.com

Y/

...radio consoles

only $3,495,10
1200-10a

ten channel_
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Viewpoint

Digital alternatives

) you thinic that Ibiquity's HD Radio is the
)iiIv digital transmission system in devel-

opment? Think again.
While Ibiquity has the biggest presence,

there are other players.
Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) is a system

being deployed intemationally on frequen-
cies below 30MHz. Similar to the Ibiquity
system in some ways, the DRM Consortium
is considering expanding its use up to
120MHz. This decision will be discussed
during the group's next general meeting in
March.The change would allow the DRM
technology to be used in the FM band.

Leonard Kahn has been touting his
Cam -D system for some time. While
the theoretical system has been pro-
moted, empirical results have yet to
be shown.The system is designed for
use only on AM.

There is now a third system that has
appeared. Digital Radio Express
(DRE) has been quietly developing
a system since it licensed its technol-
ogy patents to Ibiquity in 1999. While
DRM and Kahn use the baseband
spectrum to transmit a digital signal,
DRE is moving above the baseband
and into the subcarrier region. By

using the subcarrier region of an FM station,
a data stream up to 160kb/scan be transmit-
ted. According to DRE, th is su bcarrier does
not create any interference to the baseband
signal, whether it is analog or IBOC.

My first reaction was to note that subcarri-
ers are typically not the most robust signals,
particularly with multipath. DRE states that
this is has been overcome. I'll have to wait
for a live demonstration to see for myself.

The system, called FM Extra, uses AAC
Plus to encode the audio. DRE also has a
partnership with ST Microelectronics to
build the chipset, and Rikei to manufacture
the receivers.

Does all this subcarrier talk sound famil-
iar? You might remember the test con-
ducted at WCRB in 1995 that placed a
digital stream on a wideband subcarrier.

Send comments to:

The DRE system appears to be a similar approach. The
main differences are the modulation technique and the
coding algorithm.

This immediately made me wonder why a technology
that began development nearly 10 years ago would resur-
face. After reviewing the history, I learned that the WCRB
project, which was in partnership with Lockheed, was
terminated for two main reasons. First, there were changes
at Lockheed, and in the end there was no project champion
to continue the push. The other is that in the early days of
digital radio development, the desire to implement a single
standard for AM and FM was strong. A digital subcarrier
only applies to FM.

limes and technology change. While a single standard for
both services maystill be desirable in some ways, we are more
accepting of the best technology for a given application.

This work has been a well -guarded secret. My first step
was to visit the website of DRE to learn more, but the website
provides little practical information. The material present-
ed is vague, with general claims about the costs and
benefits of the system. When I called the company to learn
more I was given the same general information. Some
specifics need to be revealed soon for the system to show
any promise of being accepted. One item that was revealed
is that some on -air tests have been conducted in Los
Angeles, San Francisco and Minnesota. DRE expects to
make several announcements during the first quarter of
this year.

While the transition to IBOC could take several years and
cost stations thousands of dollars to implement, DRE notes
that its system could be implemented today. In most cases,
a station will not have to make any changes to its transmis-
sion system. While this may be true, consumers will still
have to purchase a new receiver, assuming DRE can even
make them available.The system also ignores AM altogeth-
er, but it could be argued that another system-DRM, for
example-could be used for that spectrum.

While a single digital transmission standard has not yet
been adopted by the FCC, the industry has already begun
moving to IBOC. Regardless of any advances or innova-
tions that DRE may have made, they may be too late to
change the path currently underway

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherer@primediabusiness.com

E-mail: radio@primediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905
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RF Enuineerinu

Maintaining directional antennas
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

t is unfortunate that the most important link
in any AM radio station' s system is fre-
quently ignored for years at a time. The
directional antenna is the last link in the
chain between the studio and the listener.
If the DA system is not properly maintained
and its operating parameters fail to comply
with the terms of the license, the losses can
include lost income and FCC fines for
failure to comply with the rules. The most
important thing is to be systematic in one's
maintenance plans. On joining a new
station, the latest proof of performance of

Physical changes in the antenna system can affect a directional array, but it
is equally important to inspect tower fences and clear ground vegetation.

the antenna system should be examined.
This is what the FCC will demand to see
during an inspection. The operating pa-
rameters and this document must agree
with the license on display. If there is no
license on display, get one immediately. If
the latest proof of performance is not avail-
able, get one from the consulting engineer
who tuned the antenna system.

Basic operation
The common point is the input to the

phasor,which is the heart of the DAsystem.
The current and input resistance through

the system measured at this point determines the power of
the station, and their product must agree with the license.

As time passes, components age, connections loosen
and corrode, coil taps tend to fail, gas and vacuum capac-
itors leak and transmission lines leak and sustain damage,
or may have their lengths changed. Sampling lines suffer
similar problems. In addition, ground systems deteriorate
and are lost through chemical action, vandalism or theft of
the copper wire and insulators crack. A common problem
is caused by improper guy wire maintenance so that the
wire becomes part of the radiator and changes its electrical
length. Outside the electronic system, vegetation can grow
around the base of the tower and change the base operat-
ing impedance. This is just a small list of the items that can,
do and will change in the average DA system.

Before the days of 24 -hour operation, it was possible to
perform a daily heat check. Now that most station trans-
mitter sites are not inspected daily, this is not possible,
however, the heat check is a great way to find potential
problems before they becomessignificant failures.When-
ever visiting the station, feel the transmission lines, capac-
itors cabinets and anything else that should not get hot.
Keep in mind that this quick check should not replace a
regular maintenance schedule.

Every station has different requirements, but if the follow-
ing list is checked monthly you should be able to catch any
major catastrophes before they occur.
 Confirm that all meter readings agree with licensed values
 Confirm that the antenna monitor readings are correct
 Examine the base insulator for cracks, lightning carbon

tracks; check ball gap
 Check the transmitter operating log
 Check dog houses for rodents, insects, dirt, hot compo-

nents and signs of heating.
 Examine the switch contacts, RF line and connection to
tower. Be sure there is at least one turn 18" to 24" in
diameter between the tower and the doghouse

 Inspect lighting chokes and static drains
 Check the tower lights and photocell operation
 Check all monitor points if required; look for trends, take

any required action
 Check the guy anchors and tumbuckles to ensure that

lock wires are in place, the tumbuckle is secure and the
anchors are sound.
The common point current should be checked and the

calculated RF power should be compared to the calculat-
ed efficiency of the final stage to confirm that it is reasonably
correct. In the event of doubt, the common point imped-
ance must be checked with an operating bridge with
power adjusted for the power capacity of the bridge. If the
array operating parameters are correct but the common
point power (the product of the impedance of the

10 January 2005 Ratflu_manazIne www.beradio.com



breaking down barriers
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DIGITAL RADIO ON -AIR CONSOLE
 Fall Audio Networking

 Any signal anywhere
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 Dynamic control matrix
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RF Engineering

It is important to check the tower
base insulator, spark gaps and
tower feedline regularly.

common point multiplied
by the square of the com-
mon point) is incorrect
necessary adjustments
must be made. The com-
mon point impedance is
controlled by the shunt arm
of the common point tee
network. The common
point impedance should
beset to the licensed value
and transmitter power ad-
justed accordingly.

The tower
environment

Don't neglect the tower
environment, that is the area
around the transmittersite.
If your DA sites are visited
only rarely, check for new

tower construction on each visit. If any is
found, locate the licensee and check records
to see if the FCC required a pre -construc-
tion pattern interference check. Then fol-
low through to ensure that your pattern is

Kintronic

OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF AM/MW DUMMY LOADS RATED
FOR CARRIER INPUT POWER + 140% PEAK MODULATION

CONTINUOUSLY

DL -5/10/20
INDOOR UNIT

D1-25/50
INDOOR UNIT

DESIGNED FOR LONG LIFE WITH LOW MAINTENANCE.
KINTRONIC LABS HAS DUMMY LOADS IN CONTINUOUS

SERVICE FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS.

Phone: ;423) 878-3141 Fax: (423) 878-4224

Email: ktlOkintronic.com Web Site: www.kintronic.com

protected. Once these towers are up and running, it is often
much harder to get compensation and correction.

When checking monitor points, look for new towers or
construction in the vicinity of points that are out of limits.
If there is nothing in the area to account for the monitor
point change, don't touch the phasor controls. Look at the
adjacent points in the proof. If the entire radial is up (it's
not usual for them to be down) recheck the transmitter
power output. Check the points on each side of the monitor
points in question and compare the power and other
monitor points on other radials. If only one radial is high,
check the operating parameters carefully-especially base
operating currents. Look for potential reradiators in the
vicinity of the DA, such as a small towers and metal
buildings. Use a field intensity meter to determine the
azimuth of the maximum signal to see if it is coming directly
from the transmitter.

Resist the temptation to adjust the phasor. If you feel you
absolutely must twiddle a knob be completely sure that
you have written down every phasor dial setting in several
places before turning any knob. Never move more than
one at a time or you won't know what caused the change.
Sometimes a combination of several parameters at maxi-
mum limits in the same direction can raise a radial by
shifting a null slightly.

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.

SAME -DAY STUDIO SETUP!
Studio delivered by 8am, and she's on the air by noon!

BROADCAST  INTERNET  POST -PRODUCTION

Efron Computerized Studios offers prefabricated
studio systems as a total package, from small Internet
radio stations to major radio studio facilities. And, we
will build studio furniture to suit customers' existing
equipment choices.

Call George Sullivan: 203-438-7213
gsullivan@radiofacility.com  www.radiofacility.com
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FCC Update

Denver Waiver policy rescinded
By Harry Martin

n a recent and unexpected move, the Me-
dia Bureau reversed course on the so-
called "Denver Waiver."

The Denver Waiver reflects an effort by
the FCC to adjust its general FM allotment
standards-developed for universal ap-
plication to all situations across the coun-
try-in acknowledgment of the fact that
some circumstances don't fit conveniently
into a universal mold. Under the Denver
Waiver, the FCC waived Section 73.313(d)
of its rules for a number of stations in the
Denver area allowing them to exclude
from their antenna HAAT calculations the
four radials extending over the Rocky
Mountains. The problem was that those
pesky mountains messed up the validity of
the FCC's standard contour prediction
method and, without the waiver, would
have rendered the affected stations ineligi-
ble for full class C protection. The obvious
answer: ignore the mountains.

Since the mid -1980s, the bureau has grant-
ed a half -dozen or so waivers under this
policy, citing the unique conditions around
Denver-the Rocky Mountains to the west
and flat terrain toward the population cen-
ters to the east-as justification for provid-
ing full class C protection to stations whose
antenna heights above average terrain are
below class maxima.

Change in plane
However, when three Denver stations

recently requested waivers in connection
with minor modification applications they
filed, the bureau denied the waivers and
dismissed the applications.

The bureau based the about-face on the
increased demand for FM spectrum since
1986, demand amply demonstrated by the
number of parties objecting to the pro-
posed modifications. Some of those objec-
tors sought to provide new or improved
service that would otherwise be precluded
by grant of the requested waivers. Noting
recent population growth in areas west of
Denver, the bureau deemed new service
to such population centers more impor-
tant than continuing protection to Denver

Waiver stations. According to the bureau,continuation of
the Denver Waivers would frustrate Commission policy
favoring additional service over protection of existing
stations in excess of actual licensed station parameters.

A couple of other aspects of the decision are worth noting.
First, the bureau's decision was largely unanticipated,even,
apparently, by the bureau itself; indeed,all three modifica-
tion applications and waiver requests were originally
granted by the bureau. These grants were rescinded when
the bureau discovered that last minute informal objections
had been filed to the applications by an environmental
group and a competing broadcaster. After rescission of the
grants, a slew of objections from other broadcasters with
competing interests followed, objections that the bureau
ultimately endorsed.

Second, while the bureau rejected most of the objections
raised by the environmental group, it agreed with the
group's claim that the location of the subject towers near
the historic Lariat Trail and the National Register -listed
Buffalo Bill's grave implicated the National Historic Preser-
vation Act (NHPA). Via footnote,the bureau indicated that
replacement of an existing structure constitutes an under-
taking for purposes of the NHPA. However,reinforcing the
view that size matters, the bureau further noted that con-
struction of a replacement tower that does not"substantial-
ly increase the size of the existing tower" within stated
parameters would not fall under the purview of the NHPA.

If there is a lesson to be learned here, it is that the FCC
abhors waivers of its technical rules. The intricate system
of rules, in this case affecting FM broadcast allocations,
doesn't work for everyone, but it provides a reliable and
consistent means to deal with the thousands of applica-
tions the FCC is asked to process each year. Any variation
is treated with hostility by the staff because it threatens to
open the floodgates for other non -complying proposals.
The Commission, which has a small staff of engineers and
lawyers to begin with, simply doesn't have the resources
to review individual waiver requests. This may have had
something to do with the demise of the DenverWaiver.

Martin is president of the Federal Communications Bar Asso-
ciation and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, Arlington,
VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

Dateline:
Radio stations in Kansas, Nebraska and Oklahom

must file -heir renewal applications, biennial owner-
ship reports and EEO program reports on or before
Feb. 1, 2005. Feb. 1 also is the start date for pre -filing
renewal announcements for stations in Texas.

14 January 2005 Ratifo magazine www.beradio.com



LIVE AUDIO OVER IP
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Works
Fox News

Bill O'Reilly and Alan Colmes Studio

By Allen Singer

Bill O'Reilly enjoys benefits like a refrigerator and coffee maker
in the Fox News studio he shares with talk show host Alan
Colmes. They each have their own dedicated-but not iden-

tical-mic positions for theirseparate shows.The hands-on Colmes
prefers to operate his own computer, his Enco workstation and the
Telos interface. The hosts and guests use a mix of Shure SM7B and
EV RE -20 mics. Engineers have found the RE -20s work better for the
hosts and can handle more transient spikes before distortion.

The O'Reilly Radio Factor originates from 1211 Avenue of the
Americas in Manhattan in the Fox News building. Harris built the
studios on the eighth floor for the O'Reilly show in 2002, and the
show went live May 8 that year. Inside, the engineer, research
assistant, executive producer, call screener and nearly all the
equipment are in his control room. Down an adjacent hall is the
main studio. It is unique with its 240 square -foot size and its four
guest positions of which only two are usually used. A studio -quality
camera also has been recently installed so live television shots can
be produced with Fox News Channel.
O'Reilly's show is on an eight -second delay and the audio,

including bumpers and liners, are sent via 15kHz phone loops to
Westwood One at CBS on 57 Street. Twenty-five hertz tones trigger
the network commercials, and the finished program is uplinked to
the satellite and beamed to the 408 affiliates nationwide.

Equipment list:
Harris Pacific Legacy
Enco DadPro32
360 Systems Digicart II Plus
360 Systems Instant Replay
Denon DN-C630 CD player
Tascam CD-RW2000
Tascam 122MKIII cassette deck
Sony PCM-R500 DAT
Telos 2x12 phone hybrid + 3 desktop control surfaces
Macintosh G4 with Digidesign Pro Tools Digi001 system
DBX 1046 Quad Compressor
Telos Xstream
Philips audio router
Kanguru CD stand-alone CD duplicator
Eventide BD500 broadcast delay
Rane equalizer
Telex Matrix Intercom system
Conex 25Hz/35Hz/combo tone generator
ELO Touch System monitors
Fostex powered speakers
Tannoy System 800 monitors
Leitch clock
Leitch Distribution amps
Bryston Headphone amps
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ZERO to 65 MILLION
MILES AWAY BRINGS NEW VIEANING TO
THE TERM, "ROAMING CHARGES"

ZERO
When our clients say they need our cases to withstanc the extreme onditions of
the "Final Frontier" -they mean it. Customi._ed enclosures from Zero Manufacturing
protect the delicate solar arrays of communication satellites deplayec into space.
Zero Manufacturing -unparalleled protectim-to the edge of the earth and beyond

ZERO. Unparalleled Protection.
www.zerocases.com 1 -800 -500 -ZERO (9376)



TRENDS IN

TECHNOLOGY
By Chriss Scherer, editor

The right choiEe in
POTS and ISDN codecs

Using telephone codecs is so easy, it's hard to imagine
station operations without them. They are flexible and
provide reliable communications and data paths from

almost anywhere. With the increase in clutter in the RPU
spectrum, and greater challenges in securing tower space for
a wide coverage area, the humble codec proves its value many
times over every day.

While remotes and live events are the primary use, many
stations are using POTS and ISDN codecs for back-up STLs and
other itinerant applications. This is facilitated by the availability
POTS lines as well as the proliferation of ISDN service. In many
cases it's cheap insurance to maintain an additional POTS or
ISDN line at a transmitter or off -site studio for use as a back-up
STL when needed.

When first introduced, codecs were single -purpose units de-
signed for either ISDN or POTS use. This is still true for some
models, while newer designs have become modular in their
approach, providing a variety of options depending on the
added modules. This evolution has also affected their connec-
tion capabilities. Most ISDN codecs offer connectivity to various
data interfaces and IP connections. Many can serve as hardware
encoders for streaming applications. Both ISDN and POTS are
available with enhanced audio features as well.

Getting more with less
While ISDN service provides the highest data connectivity rates,

ISDN lines are not always available without advance planning. In
some areas, ISDN is still not offered or it may already be discontin-
ued. Once touted as the next major step in telephony, ISDN never
saw the widespread use that was so heavily anticipated.

POTS lines, on the other hand, are everywhere. On short notice,
you can probably borrow a POTS line for the last-minute remote
or unexpected news event. When direct connection to a POTS line
is not possible all isnot lost. If the only choice is a line from an office
PBX, the phone can be adapted for POTS codec use. Devices such
as the Mobile Konnector from Konexx can be inserted between the
telephone handset and the phone base to emulate a tip/ring POTS
connection. The data rate will likely be less than directly accessing
the POTS line, but may suffice if there are no other options.

POTS codecs are also evolving to uses with wireless telephony.
The low bit -rate challenges of POTS lines have provided valu-
able lessons for GSM use. Right now GSM provides the most
reliable wireless communications path, but it is limited to 9.6kb/s.
Significant data reduction is required to transmit audio through this
path, but it is possible with satisfactory results. High-speed
circuit -switched data (HSCSD) offers a path that is up to four
times as wide as GSM, but it is not yet available in North America.

Resource Guide
A sample of available POTS and ISDN codecs

The Resource Guide continues on page 22.

Audio Processing Technology (APT)
The Worldnet Milano is designed for fixed -link and ISDN connec-

tions. It incorporates Standard Apt -x and Enhanced Apt -x. It commu-
nicates via fixed links from 56kb/s to 576kb/s or from one to four ISDN

links from 128kb/s to 512kb/s.
An S interface
is standard and
a U interface is
optional.
The Worldnet

Tokyo supports
Standard Apt -x,
Enhanced Apt -x,

MPEG 1 and 2 Layer II/Layer III, G.711, G.722 and MPEG 2 AAC. It

also provides MUCAS and J.52 inverse multiplexing bonding algo-
rithms. Simultaneous connections can be made to different destina-
tions. The unit can connect to four ISDN lines. An RS -32 ancillary data
path is provided, as are four TTL inputs and outputs for remote control.
It can be controlled via RS -232 or TCP/IP.

Worldnet Tokyo

www.aptx.com

ATA Audio
The Scoop EZ can be used with POTS, ISDN, wireless and Inmarsat

connections. It includes a two -channel audio mixer with phantom
power, a selectable compressor/lim-

iter, and auto answer and con-
figuration of incomingcall type

(ISDN/POTS). At 9" x 6" x
3" it weighs less than 4lbs.

1 431 A
The unit is now available
for use with GSM networks

--d1" by inserting a SIM card
Scoop EZ into the unit. Audio bandwidth

via GSM is 300Hz to 3.4kHz.
The Scoop Studio is a 1 RU version of the Scoop EZ without the battery

backup and mixer functions.
The Hifi Scoop 3 ISDN offers Layer II, Layer III, G.722 and ADPCM.

It also incorporates the ITU-T J52 -compliant algorithm to automatically
negotiate different algorithms. The unit is available in two, four or six
B channel configurations. It occupies 2RU.

www.ataaudio.com
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a W way to do Radio Automation..
business AND teohnology 'Solution'
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$ 1 00 per monthlff
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FREE System configuration...
send us your approved PCs and we will load software, con-

figure, and network test your PCs. This is a free se -vice in
the Xtreme 'Solutions' program.

FREE Factory training...
Arrakis maintains training studios in its corporate headquar-

ters in Fort Collins, Colorado. The Arrakis Xtreme 'Solutio-
ns' program provides free training at its studios in Fort Col-

lins Come visit our beautiful facility nestled in the "oothills
of the Rocky Mountains and enjoy the area's hiking, biking,
skiing, canoeing and other recreational activities.

FREE Telephone support ..

the Xtreme 'Solution' provides sophisticated support for
station personnel by phone, email, web, and other e ectron-

ic means. Training, maintenance, repairs, and routine sup-
port are provided free of charge within the Xtreme
'Solutions' program during business days and hours.

FREE Hardware replacement...
if the Arrakis 'Bridge' hardware should fail for any reason,
Arrakis will replace it under our monthly 'Solutions' pro-
gram at no charge.

FREE Software Upgrades...
one absolute certainty is that PC technology evolves at a
furious rate. Operating systems are only one example...
Windows 95, 98, Me, NT, 2000, and now XP Automation
software is no exception. Each year sees a new version
costing hundreds or even thousands of dollars. With the
Xtreme 'Solutions' program, you receive the new versions
at no charge.
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Xtreme 'BRIDGE'
16 x 3 stereo routing switcher,

dual PC sound cards, &

control logic

No down payment
Return at any time
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Xtreme 'SOFRARE
powerful Windows PC soft

ware for live air, aitorria-

:ion, scheduling, end pro-

duction

Factory training
Hardware support
Telephone support
Software upgrades
Hardware upgrades
PC and Network setup

( just add a PC, we do that )

AIM
the XTREMII 'Solutions' program
I've on air, hard disk automation, satellite automation,

scheduling, & production
Xtrerre is a compete solution for live & automated On Air Radio systems. Pay one very low monthly fee and

we do the rest. Iwo supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all t'oat ycu supply is the PC.

Without a large initial equipment investment there is no financial risk or capital expense: the old automation

system can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free system configuration and training you

receive the help you need to make a smooth transition to tie new system. With free hardware replacement,

ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone support helps train new staff, and free software upgrades

means you have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that is not included is the PC com-

puter and we can nelp you with that too... also for free. The 'Bridge' hardware supplied by Arrakis contains the

audio sound cards, routing switchers, and control logic so that the PC requires NO specie hardware or setup.

This meens that the PC can be off -the -shelf, end unmodified so that it is easily serviced locally. The Xtreme 'So-

lutions' program is per workstation for complete redundancy and backup. Imagine an AM/FM combo with pro-

duction room for only $300 per month. With more than 15 years of automation experience and thousards of

Arraks automation systems in the field around the world, Arrakis can provide you with the solution that meets

BOTH ycur business AND technology needs.

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

Download a demo from our website 9 70-46 1 -0 730 www. a rre kis- systems. co m Arrakis



TDMA service provides up to 14.4kb/s, but its data -burst nature
makes real-time audio unstable.

Another way to obtain a portable wireless connection is a
satellite phone. With a 64kb/s service, most ISDN codecs can be
configured to tie into a satellite phone system. The airtime is not
cheap, costing several dollars per minute, but it is another way
to create a wireless connection.

Decisions, decisions
Deciding between a POTS or ISDN codec can be determined by

the needs of the user and the availability of service. As mentioned
earlier, if ISDN service is available, it will provide the highest
quality connection. The availability of POTS lines makes them
attractive if short lead times are the normal routine. In most cases
and with a good connection, a POTS codec will provide satisfac-
tory results with a voice transmission.

Compatibility between various codecs is another concem. Most
ISDN codecs share some common coding algorithms. G.722,

Layer II and usually Layer III are the most common. These
algorithms allow codecs from different manufacturers to commu-
nicate. Some ISDN codecs provide AAC or Apt -x as well, but
because they are not common to all codecs, their use may be
limited to a reduced set of codecs and possibly only those from
the same manufacturer.

POTS codecs do not share the same widespread compatibility.
Except for the claim from Tieline that it will communicate with
Comrex units, each manufacturers' POTS codecs will only work
with units from that same manufacturer.

The Mobile Konnec-or from Konexx provides a tip/ring interface
through a telephone handset connection.

The delays in an encoding system must be considered when
making a connection. Some encoders offer shorter delay times
than others. When separate algorithms can be used for each side
of the bidirectional path, a high -quality algorithm is commonly
used to send audio to the station and a lower -quality algorithm
to receive IFB and cueing information back at the remote site.
This tradeoff in quality takes advantage of the coding delays
used. Layer III and Layer II have longer delays than G.722, Apt -x
and AAC-LD.

Whatever algorithm is chosen, keep multiple encoding passes to
a minimum. This topic has been greatly debated since audio
encoders were first introduced. To reduce the data -rate needs,
perceptual encoders discard inaudible audio data. After a few
passes, the multiple encoding passes may become audible.

A."1"."1"1111111111111100

have you got the equipment necessary
to appreciate apt-XTM?

apt-XTM - available to license

The apt-XTM algorithm is the first choice for
many of the world's leading professional audio
equipment manufacturers.

Its groundbreaking performance ensures a low
delay of less than 2 milliseconds and a loss -less
technique for digital audio data compression.

But don't take out word for it. Call now for a
demo and discover why apt-XTM is the
algorithm your ears have been waiting for.

Find out why apt-XTM is the market leaders'
choice; contact us today.

Audio Processing Technology
Tel: 1 323 463 2963
Cell: 1 323 974 0177

Email: aptmarketingOaptx.com
Web: www.aptx.com

AUDIO PROCESSINGT ECHNOL OGY
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ISDN basics
In North America, the U interface is the most common, but several

other interfaces exist. Among these, S,T,U,V.35 and X.21 are more
commonly seen, although there are others. Most codec manufac-
turers will support more than one interface.

The U interface is the connection between the raw ISDN network
and the NT1 (NetworkTermination,type 1). It is almost always a two-

wire interface, but this is not an international standard. Outside the
United States and Canada, it is completely the domain of the
telephone company, and because the telephone company pro-
vides the Nil the lack of a standard does not matter to the user.

In the United States and Canada, the U interface is standardized by
the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) and uses 2B1Q line coding. It has a
range of 18,000 on copper lines from the
telephone company connection. Telephone
companies sometimes use other transport
technologies,either to provide service overT-
1 or fiber or to extend the range beyond
18,000 feet. However, it must always be
converted back to the 2B1Q coding. 2B1Q
specifies two -bits per quaternary (quat). A
quat is a signal that can take one of fourstates:
00,01, 11 or 10.

The raw bit -rate on the 2B1Q U interface is
160kb/s. This path comprises two 64kb/s
channels, referred to as B channels and a
single 16kb/s channel, referred to as a D
channel.The Bstands for bearerand Dstands
for data. The D channel carries the call setup
and teardown information. The remaining
16kb/s of data are used for data framing and
synchronization, and an embedded opera-
tionschannel to convey information on block
errors to the far end.

Only the center two pins nector are used on
the RJ-11 or RJ-45 jack with the U interface.

The V interface is the two -wire interface at
the telephone company's central office. This
is rarely encountered because it is used
exclusively by the phone company.
The S interface uses a modified form of

alternate mark inversion (AMI) framing simi-
lar to a T -1.1t is a four -wire interface defined by
international standards, with a raw bit -rate of
192kb/s. In addition to the two B channels (at
64kb/s each) and the D channel (at 16kb/s),
there are bits for framing, synchronization
and two embedded operations channels. In
some parts of the world this is referred to as
the SO (S zero) interface.

The S interface is a bus architecture that
supports as many as eight terminals and a
single NT1. An S interface is provided with an
RJ-45 jack,and it uses the four center pins. The
remaining pins are sometimes used to power
the terminal or NTI .When power is provided,
it is usually placed on pins seven and eight.

TheT interface is a subset of the S interface.
Unlike the S interface, only a single terminal
can be used on the T interface.

X.21 and V35 are standards for serial data ports, not unlike RS-
232. RS -232 can be uses for synchronous or asynchronous
data, aithough it is typically used for asynchronous data. V35
and X.21 are used solely for synchronous data. The usual
application is to connect data terminal equipment (DTE), such
as a computer terminal or codec, to data communications
equipment (DCE), such as a CSU/DSU on a T-1 or dedicated
digital line. In addition tJ the transmit -data and receive -data
and handshake pins, these interfaces include pins for clocking,
as required by synchronous data applications. V.35 is most
common in the United States and Canada, while X.21 is com-
monly used in other parts of the world.

No, We Didn't Put AM Transmission
On A Low Carb Diet.

But We Did Pack A Ton of AM Power into a 650 lb Package!

Designed for the demands of both analog and digital transmission, the new 4MX 50-- based
on BE's patent -pending 4M Modulation packs unparalleled 89% typical efficiency into a

small footprint with a price to match. All 32 power amplifiers, each with their own power supply,
are hot-pluggable and can be removed and replaced while the transmitter remains on the air.

Dual, low -voltage power supplies allow full operation with no loss of power or service even if one
should go off line. Local operation, diagnosis and status are performed on a 15" XGA graphical
user interface and remotely via IP. Power levels from 50 kW down to 250 W meet all your power

levAl needs, day and night. Contact BE for details

I=E
Broadcast Electroncs, Inc.  4100 North 24th Street. PO Box 3606. Quncy.111,nos 62305-3606 U.S.A.

Telephone: (217) 224-9600  Fax: (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast@bdcast.cdm

Broadcast Electmnics and the BE logo are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electronics, Inc
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r=Q
Hit the road

One of the most important features to consider is
the operation of the codec. A dedicated remote
engineer may not always be on hand to establish
the link and troubleshoot problems. The ability to
store presets that can be easily recalled by logical
names will make this easier. Having a non -technical
user select a preset called "City Hall" or"Riverfront
Stadium" is much simpler than specifying a sam-
pling rate, data rate, coding algorithm and configu-
ration settings.

Information on the various ISDN interface standards
was provided by Rolf Taylor of Telos. Wireless network
info was provided by Tom Harnett of Comrex.

Harris
Intraplex

The Harris Intraplex In -
frank ISDN monitor can
control as many as six BRI
ISDN lines in a 3RU shelf.
It handles any combina-
tion of program audio,
voice and data using stan-
dard Intraplex channel modules. Five shelves can be linked for a
maximum capacity of 30 BRI, and it is compatible with most industry
codecs using Layer II, Layer III or G.722. The unit delivers MPEG
program audio up to 128kb/s and delivers LAN data at 128kb/s. It is Telex
and Clearcom voice- and data -compatible for remote intercom use and
is field -configurable via a Windows -based user interface.

Resource Guide
continued from page 18

www.broadcast.harris.com

Tieline Technology
; i, Commander G3 :v,i) expansion slots accept 15kHz mono POTS, dual mono POTS, stereo POTS, mono/stereo

ISDN, GSM wireless to landline and telephone coupler modules. Stereo POTS connections can send audio
to two destinations or be used for an IFB. The optional Digital Matrix Router can route audio input to
any audio output. The three -input mixer features two midline inputs, an RCA auxiliary in/out, two
headphones, independent channel on/off cue-talkback and send -return audio mix functionality. Two
POTS lines can be bonded for phase -matched stereo operation. The ISDN module supports G.711,
G.722 and Layer II. An additional 15kHz mono POTS module and optional failover software can be
installed for automatic backup. The GSM Module provides 7.5kHz wireless connections.
The I -mix G3 has the same features as the Commander G3, but adds a six -input mixer with five XLR

connections and one RCA connection. Remote audio levels can be controlled from the receive end. Both
models can be controlled via USB, Ethernet or RS -232.

www.tieline.com

Surrourd Sound is the future of HD broadcasting. And AudioScience is
the first to offer surround sound capability for broadcast -quality audio
adapter. Our new SSX'" extensions for our 5000 series cards let you
play, record and mix streams with up to 8 channels of audio, using our

existing mixer model and Microsoft -compatible APIs. Like all our cards,

the 5000 series is Built for Broadcast:" Surround your future. Call us at

+1-302-124-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.

"Plug Play"
Tra Buildings

IM or FM - Pr
Facility ti. CP Specif

All Equip
High Power Tested

I I

L
cast Concrete Shelters

Design & Fabrication
ent Installed, Wired, &
nor To Site Placement
arious Sizes Provided

BALSYS1
ITCOMNOLCIOY INC

Balsys Technology Group, inc.
930 Carter Road #228 - 234

Winter Garden, FL 34787
Tel: 407-656-3719
Fax: 407-656-5474
salesgbalsys.corn

www.balsys.com

Typically Provides Substantial Savings vs Site Built Facilities
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Cornrex
The Matrix is a POTS and ISDN codec. It delivers 15kHz full -duplex audio on a POTS

line via an integrated V.34 modem, and it is compatible with the Bluebox, Hotline and Vector.
With the ISDN module, it provides Layer III or G.722 encoding. It can also be used with
the GSM Module to provide a wireless 7kHz audio path. The software can be flash upgraded
through the multi -purpose dataport. The Telcell option allows connection to a telephone
line or to the hands -free port on most mobile phones. A battery kit is available including a
rechargeable NiMH battery that will run the unit for seven bows in POTS/ISDN, or four hours
with GSM Module. It is also available in a 1RU version.

The Nexus ISDN codec is available in a portable package or a 2RU studio unit. It includes
a built-in terminal adapter. It provides a full -duplex, 15kHz audio path of two B channels
using Turbo G.722 encoding. It can store multiple ISDN line configurations and provides
an ancillary data channel.

The Envoy ISDN codec builds on the features
of the Nexus portable unit by providing a four -
channel mixer (two mic inputs and two mic/line
inputs) and three headphone outputs.

The Bluebox delivers 15kHz full -duplex audio
on a POTS line. It provides two contact closures
at each end of the Bluebox. One is enabled on
connection, the other is a momentary contact
closure that is initiated by a push button on the
keypad. Calls can be answered manually or
automatically. As many as 44 digits can be
entered into the units' dialer. The unit's software
can be flash upgraded through a computer port.
It includes a cell phone jack, which connects to
the hands -free port on most mobile phones to act
as a phone coupler.

www.comrex.com

MDO
The AudioTX Communicator runs on Windows

98 and above and uses any standard sound card.
The unit can be used with a laptop and connects
to all major ISDN audio codecs. The software will

AudioTX Communicator

automatically detect the codec on the other end
and reconfigure itself. The system can communi-
cate via IP or over private leased lines. The
software supports a single BRI and communicates
via Layer II, Layer III, G.722 and G.711.

The AudioTX POTS is a software -based POTS
codec. Operating on Windows 98 and above, the
software works with the computer's soundcard
and modem. The software automatically detects
and adjusts for line quality to provide up to 7.5kHz
of audio bandwidth. The software also works with
high-speed GSM/data-enabled mobile phones.

www.audiotx.com

Matrix

Nide e ft- 714 I 7sadi
Save Time and Money With SCMS!

.:28 Years of Personal Service

:Experienced Technical Staff
:New & Rebuilt Audio & RF

:Extensive Rental Fleet
:Rep for 600+ Companies
::Trade-ins Welcomed

Mid -South Sales:
Bob Mayben
Voice: 877-391-2650
Central Sales:
Bernie O'Brien
Cell: 731-695-1714
West Coast Sales:
Doug Tharp
Sales: 866-673-9267
Mid -West Sales:
Mary Schnelle
Sales: 866-850-7790
South -Atlantic Sales:
Art White
Sales: 770-632-1295
North-East Sales:
Jim Peck
Sales: 315-623-7655
South-West Sales:
Tyler Callis
Sales: 409-899-3324

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
Pineville, N.C.
Call: BOB, MIKE,
ERNIE or MATT

Toll FREE 1-800-438-6040
1-704-889-4508

Fax 1-704-889-4540
e-mail sales©scmsinc.com

www.scmsinc.com

INC.
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AEC
The Eagle is an ISDN codec that features AES/EBU digital inputs and

outputs, dual display and multiplexing capability between the two
ISDN B channels in 1 RU. It transmits via G.711, G.722, Layer II, Layer
III or AEQ-LD-2, a low -delay algorithm. The auxiliary data channel
can be configured separately for transmitting and receiving. All AEQ
products can be controlled via RS -232, RS -422 or through the AEQ
Easy control system.

Eagle

The Swing is a portable audio codec with a built-in ISDN terminal
adapter and a double -port interface compatible with U.S. and Euro-
ISDN. An internal digital POTS hybrid can be used simultaneously,
and it can connect to a cell phone. The three -input mixer has two mic
inputs and a selectable mic/line input. ISDN coding is available via
G.711, G.722, Layer II and AEQ-LD-2.

The Course is a 4RU frame that can hold 10 one- or two -channel
multiformat audio ISDN codec boards. Coding is via G.711, G.722,
Layer II and AEQ-LD2.

www.aeqbroadcast.com

New! FM Explorer
Online Visual Allocation Tool

Always Current - No Data Downloads - No Software to Buy
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www.dataworld.com info@dataworld.com
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PO Box 30730, Bethesda, MD 20824

Telos Systems
Mirm.

The Zephyr Xstream
is a 2RU ISDN codec.
It encodes audio via
G.722, G.711 Layer III,
Layer II, MPEG-2
AAC and MPEG-4
AAC-LD. The
ISDN terminal
adapter is built in.
A 10Base-T Ether-
net port allows re-
mote control and
streaming of MP3-
coded audio over
a LAN, WAN or the Internet. TCP/IP network connectivity also allows
upgrade of system software via FTP. It includes a front -panel headphone
jack with level control.

The Zephyr Xstream MXP is a portable version that adds a four -
channel stereo mixer in a portable chassis or in a rack -mount version
such as the Zephyr Xstream MX. The four inputs are switchable as mic
or line, with phantom power on the first two. The selectable AGC/limiter
processing has presets designed by Omnia. Two separate local
headphone mixes can monitor send audio, receive audio or both.

The Zephyr Xport can transmit via POTS or ISDN to a Zephyr Xstream
ISDN codec. It transmits audio via AAC Plus over POTS, or AAC-LD or
G.722 over ISDN. It has a built-in mixer with mic and line inputs, and
selectable dynamics processing by Omnia. The controls and menus
were designed for non -technical users. The unit can be controlled via
Ethernet and RS -232.

Zephyr Xstream

www.telos-systems.com

Coming Soon!
The

FMHD-1 & AMHD-1

BELAR's new I-0 Radio

Monitors
Watch here and on our Web

Site www.belar.com
for updates on these
exciting new products

illa'When accurdcy COLITII3, COW)! on Held, 4

BELAR
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Musicam USA
The Netstar is available in two models, which are identical in features.

The model 500 has full controls on the front panel, while the model 300
has no front panel controls and is designed for unattended use. Both can
be controlled via the built-in Web server or RS -232. The unit can send
and receive real-time stereo audio, contact closures and ancillary data
via ISDN, dedicated data lines and IP. Audio can be encoded using
G.711, G.722, Layer II, Layer III, MPEG 2 AAC or MPEG 4 AAC-Low Delay. Stereo audio is available through an Ethernet port. ISDN is standard,
and V.35, X.21 and RS422 interfaces are available. The Roadstar is the portable version and is housed in a rugged case with a four -channel mixer,
phantom power and a headphone monitoring system.

Available in five models, the CDQ Prima ISDN codecs transmit audio via Musicam Layer II, Layer Iii and G.722 with bit -rates from 24kb/s to
384kb/s. It can be set to dial on audio and hang up on silence, and automatically configure itself to connect to the appropriate encoding algorithm,
sampling frequency and connection rate. A plug-in module provides connection directly to an ISDN line or to a V.35, X.21 or RS -422A interface.
An intelligent headphone circuit can monitor local and return audio on models 120, 220 and 230.

The Prima LT ISDN codec offers the same
audio specifications as the CDQ Prima line of
codecs, with functions designed for easier
setup and use. An optional Windows remote
control program is available for easy point -

and -click operation. The Prima LT Plus adds
enhanced audio metering, digital audio I/O
standard, the ability to bond to three ISDN
lines for a maximum connectivity rate of
384kb/s and two ancillary data channels.

The Liberty POTS codec provides a bidi-
rectional 15kHz audio path at rates as low as
24kb/s. It includes one midline XLR input,
input leveler, a line input, 1/8" mini jack for
most cell phones and a headphone monitor
jack. Audio levels from the far end can be
controlled via the POTS link.

The Roadrunner is a portable ISDN codec
and three -channel mixer. It transmits mono
audio over a single ISDN line. Two indepen-
dent headphone circuits provide individual-
ly adjustable send and receive levels. It
includes an internal ISDN terminal adapter
and integrated NT -1 where required. It
transmits audio via G.722, Musciam Layer II
and Layer III.

0j.04. nor

www.musicamusa.com

Orban

Opticodec

The Opticodec 7400 connects via ISDN or
IP and encodes audio via Layer II, Layer III,
G.722 and G.711. Up to 94 speed -dial entries
can be stored in the directory. It can connect
at data rates from 56kb/s to 384kb/s. Eight
remote control inputs and outputs are transmit-
ted, as well as a 9.6kb/s ancillary data chan-
nel. Remote control and administration is
possible with the included software for Win-
dows 98 and above. The Opticodec 7000 is
the portable version that adds an audio record-
er in a compact case.

 
Netstar 500
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INNOVATIVE RELIABILITY
Over 2800 quality improvements make
our new 816R Series nearly flawless!

Major Improvements Include:
New Dual Redundant Solid State IPA - New Tuning and Control Panel
New Long -Life 4CX20000E Tube on 30 and 38kW - Increased Power
Capability and Overhead - Increased Filter Cooling for Improved
Reliability - Rugged Powder Coat =inish - Etc

DRS 8ROA' TF('-'NP,-,1CX: V PVC

dle DRS
TECHNOLOGIES

www.orban.com www.drs-bt.com 800.733.5011
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The world's best* IP-Audio
*Okay, you caught us. It's also the world's only IP-Au

Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just a few signals - sometimes a few hundred.
Across the hall, between floors, now and then across campus. Routing switchers are a convenient
way to manage and share your audio, but will your GM really let you buy a router that costs more
than his dream car? Unlikely.

If you need a routing switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet -based audio
network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is a true network. Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources
and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat -6. Imagine the simplicity
and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any build-
ing to any other... you get the idea.

Axia SmartSuiface provides the perfect blend of flexible features and III11411vt t01111(il.

Easy to learn and easy to use, it's tailor-made for talent -intensive formats.

Programmable soft
keys and recording
device transport

control buttons give
instant control of all

audio functions.

Ergonomically
designed channel
start and stop but-
tons, with guards
that prevent acci-
dental activation.

o9.
1)14

a
Each channel's main,

special-purpose,
phone and preview

assignments are
quickly accessible.

Automatic mix -minus
for each fader!

Available Telos Con-
sole Director panel
with Status Symbols'
provides easy, intui-

tive control of phone -
based segments.

'This sounds expensive." Just the opposite, really. Axia saves money by eliminating
distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards, patch bays, multi -pair cables, and tons
of discrete wiring - not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll
recover. And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about ha f the cost of those

big mainframe routers. That's right... half.. Once you experience the benefits of networked audio,
you will never want to go back.

Routers are OK...
but a network is so
much more modern.
With Aria. your ins
and outs are next

to the audio, where
they belong. No
frame, no cards,

no sweat.

AxiaAudio.com

Put an Axia
Microphone Node
next to your mics

and send preampli-
fied audio anywhere

you need it, over
Ethernet - with no
line loss or signal

degradation.

JENCO

LlQ

.S.tr Se.u.
_IOWA

We're already work-
ing with some great
companies. Check
AriaAudio.com to
find out who's next.

`lid Eit`711/



broadcast studio system.
dio broadcast studio system. Damned marketers.

Scalable, flexible, reliable... pick any three. Are you still using PC sound cards?

An expensive proprietary router isn t practical Even the best sourd cards are compromised

for smaller facilities. In fact, it doesr't scale by PC noise, inconvenient Dutput connectors,

all that well for larger ones. Here's where pocr headroom, and other gremlins. Instead,

an expandable network really load the Axia la -Audio Driver for

shines. Connect eight Axia Windows' on your worksta-
.

8x8 Audio Nodes using Cat -6 t tions and connect directly

cable and an Ethernet switch,
and you've got a 64x64 routing switcher.
And you can easily add more I/O whenever
and wherever you need it. Build a 128x128
system... or 1024x1024... use a Gigabit fiber
backbone and the sky's the limit.

Put your preamps
where your mics are.
Most mainframe routers
have no mic inputs, so you
need to buy preamps. With Axia you get
ultra -low -noise preamps with Phantom power.
Put a node in each studio, right next to the
mics, to keep mic cables nice and tight, then
send multiple mic channels to the retwork
on a single Cat -6 cable. And did we men-
tion that each Mic Node has
eight stereo line outputs for
headphones? Nice bonus.

With a little help from our friends.
A networked audio system doesn't just
replace a traditional router - it improves
upon it. Already, companies in our industry
are realizing the advantages of tightly inte-
grated systems, and are making new products
that reap those benefits.
Working with our partners,
Axia Audio is bringing new
thinking and ideas to audio distrioution,
machine control, Program Associated Data
(PAD), and even wiring convenierce.

L,_

to the Axia audio network
usirg their Ethernet ports. Not only will your
PC productions sound fantastic, you'll elimi-

nate sound cards and the hardware they usu-
ally feed (like router or console input

modules). Just think of all the cash you'll save.

Put your snake on a diet.
Nobody loves cable snakes.

Besides soldering a jillion
connectors, just try finding the

pair you want when there's a change to
make. Axia Audio Nodes come in AES/EBU

and balanced stereo analog flavors. Put

a batch of Nodes on each end of a Cat -6
run, and BAM! a bi-directional multi-

channel snake. Use media converters and
a fiber link for extra -long runs

between studios -
or between buildings.

Would you like some :ontrol with that?
There are plenty of ways tc control your Axia

network. For irstance, you'll find built-in
webservers on all Axia equipment for easy

configuration via browser. PathfinderPC
software for Windows gives you central

control of every audio path in
your plant. Router Selector

nodes allow quick local source

L vewi re

There's a better way
to get audio out of
your PC. No more

'k' connectors - with
Axia your digital
audio stays clean

and pristine.

selection, and intelligent studio control
surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

source n your networked facility.

4/4,C71.241
n GOMPANV

4.6.4111

An Axia digital audio
snake can carry hun- Control freaks,

dreds of channels of rejoice: PathFinderPC
digital audio on one software for Windows'

skinny CAT -6 cable. We gives you systemwide

know you're not going control of all muting
to miss soldering all functions with just a

that multi -pair.. click of your mouse

/LS t brp..11l r, 4,1 6110. .S,mik/A are Trademarks or TIS Corp. All other trademarks and likenet,es arr prrerty resin -Time owners.



FACILITY

The sity of Michigan vvas a broadcaster long before it
had its own radio station by producing programs for
commercial stations in Michigai, including WJR, Detroit.

By Bob Skon and Todd Mundt

In 1944, the University of Michigan applied for a
license for a station of its own. In a statement to
faculty, the broadcasting staff defended the uni-

versity's broadcasting service as an extension of its
mission:"Radio should be employed in the build-
ing of a more intelligent and informed public!'

Soon after WUOM began broadcasting in 1948,
new studios opened on the fifth floor of a brand
new campus building. The university spared little
expense to build a complex of four large studios
and five control rooms, to handle the load of
programs produced forWUOM and others offered

in syndication. Michigan engineers had visited NBC Radio in New
York and WGR in Schenectady,NY. The studio complex allowed for
maximum flexibility and large-scale productions.

The 1950s and 60s were heady days for broadcasting at Michigan.
The university became a nationally recognized center for educa-
tional broadcasting. The ancestors of PBS and NPR, the National
Educational Television Association and National Educational Ra-
dio were headquartered in Ann Arbor, MI, for many years.

'N'UOM, now Michigan Radio, went through a revitalization in
1996, launching an NPR news/talk format that has led to a near
quadrupling in audience since then.

The growth had its consequences. By the mid -to -late 1990s, the
studios built to produce plays and concert recitals had outlived
their usefulness. One of the large performance studios had been
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converted to an office space. Another studio housed the station's
priceless jazz record collection. The endless reconfigurations to
accommodate new technologies had taken their toll on the phys-
ical plant and it was time to find a new home for Michigan Radio.

Remembering its roots
The organization,aware of its history as one of the nation's oldest

FM broadcasters-and one of the founding stations of modem
public broadcasting-chose a historic site for its new station.
Michigan Radio is now located in the Argus building in Ann Arbor,
named for the famous cameras once manufactured there. The
building is more than a century old, and it's located next door to
the university's television facility, where national educational
radio and television were nurtured.

This historic station begins its second half -century of broadcast-
ing in a new, old facility, with a state of the art production center
tailor-made for the digital age.

To design its new studios, Michigan Radio turned to Russ Berger
Design Group (RBDG). RBDG used the brick interior walls and
exposed wood beam ceiling of the historic Argus Bui:ding as a
pallet for the office areas of Michigan Radio.The result would be not
only a warm and friendly space for the employees, but an eye-
catching showcase for visitors.

Equipment List
360 Systems AM16/B
Apple Xserve RAIDs
Avocent Longview
Belden Media Twist Cable
Benchmark HPA2
Black Box 11011 punch blocks
BroadcastTools 8.1 DAIS
Comrex Vector and Matrix
Dell Monitors
Denon DN-M1050R minidisks
Designcraft furniture
Enco Dadpro32
ESE clocks
FocusriteOctopres
Furman PL8
Gentner TS 612
Harris Intraplex STL Plus
Henry Engineering Super Relays
HP Prolient DL360 servers
Logitek Audio Engines
Logitek ROC10
Mackie 1402-VLZ
Mackie HR824
Marantz PMD 520
Marantz PMD321
Middle Atlantic racks, shelves, power strips
Mitsubishi City Multi HVAC
Neutrik audio :onnectors
OC White micbooms
Panasonic SV-3800
RDL ST-LCR1
Shure SM7B
Sony MDR -7506
Sound Anchors speaker stands
Spacedec Monitor Arms
Symetrix 304
Telos One hybrids
Telos Zephyrs
TFT EAS 911, 930A, 941A
Titus on air lights
Yamaha MSP5

The technical spaces were designed within a
newer addition to the Argus building. Originally
built as a warehouse for the camera company, this
extension to the older brick structure was ideal for
the studios because of the high ceilings, which
could accommodate the raised floors and over-
head mechanicals.

Four control rooms,two talk studios and three edit
rooms were built as isolated units. Wiring conduits
were installed under the floor of each room and
spilled into the raised hallway floor where cabling
could run to the machine room. The mechanicals
were installed above each room. The HVAC system
chosen for this project was Mitsubishi's City Multi R2
unit. Because of its design, the City Multi provides
each room with independent heating and cooling.
This system was one of the first installed in the
United States.

The interior of each room was designed with cork
tile floors and acoustic panels of variousshades on the
walls. To furnish these rooms, Designcraft of Grand
Rapids, MI, was chosen to customize desks that would
complement RBDG's choice of interior materials.
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A New Michigan Radio

Studio Vies- looking into Cortrol 'Nest. Michigan Ralio ha, a
similar Con-rol East/Studio East setup. West and East are used for
producing local shows and live call -ins.

With construction of the new studios under way,
a plan for the transition between buildings needed
to be devised. The simplest way would be to
purchase and install all new equipment so that the
staff could simply turn on a light switch at the new

facility and get to work. Budget considerations made this option
impossible and impractical because Michigan Radio had upgrad-
ed most of its studio equipment in recent years, including two
Logitek Audio Engines with four ROC 10 control surfaces. The staff
determined that the best way to transition would be to prewire the
new studios and move in phases.

Logistics planning
Because Michigan Radio was equipped with four control rooms,

two rooms could be disassembled and reinstalled at the new
to location while the staff continued to work at the old building, though

not without some inconvenience. This would require moving one
of the Audio Engines with two control surfaces while the other
remained in service. A new configuration for the Audio Engines was
programmed ahead of time so that each engine would have an
identical configuration. Once the relocation was complete, each
Audio Engine would control two control rooms and one talk studio.
Because the configurations were identical, cards could be easily
swapped between engines for easy troubleshooting.

Before any equipment could be moved, STL shots needed to be
established and the NPR satellite downlink needed to be moved to
the new studios without interrupting service at the old location.

The location of the Argus Building itself introduced our first
obstacle. Situated in a historic district in one of the lowest spots in
Ann Arbor, there is no line -of -site path to the transmitter for an RF
STL. In addition, the Historical Society was not keen on construction
of a tower on the building. We abandoned the old microwave link
and installed a Harris Intraplex STL HD system. This has also

Expect MORE From Your AM Transmitter
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Armstrong Transmitter X-10008 Made on USA

1KW HD Radio ready AN Transmitter for under $10K
Bu It yvi:h dual ho:-swappa Dle 600
Watt F.F modules :apable of 150%
mcciJ ation, X -1:100B can bring
that rnejor market sound :o your
radic statior. Engineered with the
latest techrological innovations,
X-1CCO8 offers high reliability,
built ii redundan:y a ld i-. is HD
Radio" ready.
Best cF all, oJr- customers to I us
that :he money they save running
the X- 10008 pays for itself with

ARMSTRONG

Tel 3_: 5-673-126S / salesarmstrongtx.con / www armstrongtx.corn

savinc s in i:lectricity and
mai- t-iance cc 3ts over an older
transmitter ...and as a bonus they
ge: ixceptional -eliability and that
maj:r- market sound for free.
But, dor 't take our word for it.
Talk :o our customers already on -
the -air with the X -1000B. Call or
err a I for 3 use -s list and decide
for /ourself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.

 HD Radio ts a ectstered trade mirk of Box ti Dc ibl Grporacton

r
Brand New!

DT -90
;Telephone Controlled
/ Audio Switcher
4x 1 Mono Audio Switcher

Also ....
Listen to selected audio on phone
Control four independent
momentary/latching relays
Built-in mic --- Listen to
remote location
Access code
Set number of rings

Convenient plug-in terminal strips
LED status indicators
Conex reliable ... 1 year warranty

www.conex-electro.com

CONEXEZTEUI 1111
1602 Carolina St. P.0.Box 67 Bellingham, WA 98227
360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL conexAconex-electro com 800-645-1061
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Control West: A typical setup for all four control rooms. The back
panel under the Logitek ROC 10 is removable to access cabling
and the punch block.

provided us with uncompressed 44.1kHz-sampled audio to the
transmittersites, which would be useful for future IBOC installations.

The solution to the NPR downlink, which provides 90 percent of
Michigan Radio's daily content,came as a result of the timing of the
move.While Michigan Radio was in the planningstagesof the move,
NPR announced its Earth Terminal Refurbishment Project. NPR
provided a new satellite dish and L -band interconnection as a
replacement for the old dish. Having it installed at the new facility
and borrowing a satellite demodulator from NPR made it possible
to receive NPR programming at both locations.

With all the pieces falling into place, the task of prewirir.g began.
Bob Skon, WUOM chief engineer, decided that the entire studio

12,000 series

complexcomplex would be wired with Belden Media Twist.
with the exception of the runs from the mics to their
preamps, where Canare L-4E6S was used. Skon had
previously used Media Twist with great success for
the digital equipment at the old studios, and had run
a few tests with it on balanced analog equipment.
The tightly twisted pairs proved to work well even

Cable conduits under the floating floor terminate at the hallway.
Cabling runs under raised, removable hallway panels on the way
to the machine room.

available in 8, 18, & 28 channel mainframes
modular, high performance analog design

r] DC controlled, no audio on faders
, socketed ICs for ease of repair

mix minus bus for telephone
& Giles slide faders

11_
The 12000 seriesS FPI"

of modular analog
consoles for on air & production Radio appli-
cations are feature laden and reliable. DC
control of audio means there is no audio on
faders or on/off switches for maximum life &
reduced RF interference. Use of P&G slide
faders, 10 million operation on/off switches,
and only the best components makes the
console durable and reliable. Features such
as dual mix minus buses for interface with
telephone hybrids makes the 12000 ideal for
professional studio applications.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com

...radio consoles

price reduced, system 12
shown above...

only $4,695 Arr
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A New Michigan Radio
though the wire was unshielded. The real trick was
to make sure that all the equipment was truly
balanced. When the first phase of the move was
complete, an all -faders -up test resulted in nothing
but clean audio.

The second phase of the move was planned for
a Friday evening at 10 p.m. The Enco automation
would run from a local workstation in the new on -

air control room, and the switch to the new STL
would take place at the transmittersites.This would
give the engineers 10 hours to tear down, move and
reinstall the satellite demodulator rack, audio and
business servers, and AP News downlink in time for
an 8 a.m. newscast. The remainder of the weekend
would be used to move the newsroom so the news
staff could begin work at the new studios on Mon-
day morning.

The night of Aug. 15, 2003, was chosen to begin
phase two. Unfortunately, on Aug. 14 the entire
northeast United States was hit by a blackout, send-
ing Michigan Radio engineers into emergency mode.
Once the lights returned and the clean-up was
complete, the exhausted staff decided to postpone
phase two until the following Friday.

On the evening of Aug. 22, Michigan Radio official-
ly began broadcasting at its new studios in the
Argus Building. On the following Monday morning,
news personnel reported to their new desks while

A view into the machine room. The glass panels were chosen for
easy viewing as well as for "wowing" visitors.

the rest of the Michigan Radio staff finished boxing up their work
areas for the moving van.

Within a few weeks, the last remaining items were removed from
the old studios and phase three was complete, closing another
chapter and beginning a new one in the rich broadcast history at
the University of Michigan and Michigan Radio.

Skon is the chief engineer of Michigan Radio (WUOM, WFUM-FM,
WVCR). Mundt is the chief content officer of Michigan Public Media
and local host of Morning Edition for Michigan Radio.
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Facility Focus,*
!the technology behind MOM

Logitek Audio Engine and Consoles
Leveragins the

flexibility o: the
Logitek Audio En-
gine, WUON up-
graded an existing
system for i's in-
stallation. The Au-
dio Engine is a
highly versatile
router, handling

both analog and digital I/O and providing mixing, up :o 24
mix -minus busses, routing, intercoms, processing functions
and more. For other customer installations, as many as 24
Audio Engines have been linked to handle complex audio
routing requirements. Console control surfaces are modular
and highly flexible as well. With as few as four and as many
as 24 faders, Logitek can accommodate any studios' rec uire-
ments while bringing an attractive touch to the facilities.
Watch for an exciting new console design from Logitek.
coming soon.

www_logitekaudio.com
800-231-5870

Harris Intraplex STL ND
This I BOC-ready

T1 STLsystem fea-
tures crystal clear,
linear, uncom-

pressed audio using the PT/PR-353 audio cards.The ST HD
includes twoT1 multiplexers,with RJ-45T1 network interface
connector and a 60W universal ac power supply.The PT -353
and PR -353 program audio modules provide digital trans-
port of up to 22.5kHz CD quality stereo audio.

The PT/PR-353 cards feature:
48-, 44.1-, or 32ks/s sample rates for up to 22.5kHz

frequency response
 Linear uncompressed transport for the best audio fidelity
 AES/EBU and analog inputs and outputs on each mc dule
 Rate adaptation on digital input eliminates sample -rate

conversion
 External AES/EBU timing syncs output to the facility clock
 Data channel at 9.6kb/s RS -232 built in for PAD
 Meets US IBOC sample rate standards
 Reed Solomon error correction

www.broadcast_harris_com
800-622-0022

Cosmos Matrix
The Comrex Matrix o fers the ultimate in flexibility for

remcte broadcast;. Whether on regular telephone (POTS)
service, ISDN lines, or GSM wireless networks, the Matrix can
send high -
quality re-
moteaudio
to the stu-
dio from
virtually
anywhere.
Asa 15kHz
POTS' co-
dec, the Matrix can connect with all Comrex POTS codecs,
and with the optional ISCN module, the Matrix is compatible
with most ISDN s:andards. When the remote site has no
phor e line, the optional GSM module allows the Matrix to
transmit 7kHz aucio witl an internal GSM wireless phone.
Along with the fu I line of Comrex codecs and -.elephone
hybr:ds, the Matrix will help your station broadcast great -
sounding audio from ar ywhere.

www.comrex.com
800-237-1776

Belden CDT MediaTwist
UTP cables are increasing-

ly used by radio broadcast-
ers because they are a cost-
effective and well established
medium foravarietyof needs:
for analog or digital audio
transmissions, as an RS -422
machine control interface

anc for standard LAN applications. Because of the excep-
tior al uniformity of this cable's design, MediaTwist cables
exhibit superior electr:cal specifications-specifically in
impedance and returr loss, key specifications for these
applications. Two patented design features make this
unprecedented performance possible: the cable's bond-
ed -pair design, which bonds the conductors of each pair
together along the full ength of the cable, and an overall
crescent shape hat locks each pair into place within the
jacket. These unique design features minimize pair -to -pair
movement-even afterthe cable's installation. This unique
after -installation assurar ce is called Installable Performance.

www_belden.com
800-BELDEN-4
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Field Report

OMT Technologies Imedialogger
By Marshall Rice
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hat did they say on the morning show?
With the Imedialogger from OMTTechnol-
ogiesyou can quickly find the answer from
almost any computer on your network.
We wanted a software -based logging sys-
tem for Bonneville International's four St.
Louis Radio Group stations, and it had to
be versatile, easy to use and reliable. I was
so satisfied with the Imedialogger that I
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Performance at a glance

Records 12 channels of audio

Supports multiple compression formats

Web browser access to audio files

Fast audio retrieval

Provides logging, time shifting and timed capture

Uses standard audio cards

Silence sensor saves disk space
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purchased two: one to monitor
our stations and one to monitor
the competition.

The logger can be used for more
than just 24/7 logging. It can also be
used for time shift recording, inkc
skimming using external contact
closures, or recording a scheduled
event.The Imedialoggercan record
12 audio sources and can play
back and record simultaneously.

lbw 118.0

ILO AM

The program does not use any special or proprietary
hardware. The software for this application was installed
on an off -the -shelf computer consisting of a P4 mother-
board and processor, 256MB of RAM and a 220GB hard
drive. I used a MOTU 2408mk3 audio interface for input to
the machine from our audio sources.

Getting started
The software was easy to install, and the setup wizards do

most of the initial configuration.The administration
rr enu provides further customization such as the
time to keep old files and whether to delete them or
rr ove them to anotherstorage device.The program
will also e-mail notices and alarms to any designat-
ed e-mail address. File length can be set up at any
desired time interval from one to 120 minutes. I find
ti -at 30 -minute segments are our preferred length.
Another convenient feature is the ability to sync
the server time with the U.S. Naval Observatory
tl- rough the Time Services Menu. With the set-up
wizardsl had the logger running within 30 minutes
o- powering up the PC.

I was impressed by the choices of recording
fcrmats offered by the product. MPEG 1 Layer 1, 2
and 3,PCM,Windows Media Audio and Real Audio
are all built in and users can choose any bit -rate to
suit the desired quality and storage capacity. I

record our sources to MP3 at either 64, 128 or 192
kb/s depending on thesource and its intended use.
By being able to choose among different sample
rates and recording formats it is easy to maximize
the hard drive space available. MP3 at 128kb/s

 - J -1

414

- 4111
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On VVednesday, November 03, 2004
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Audio files are quickly and easily accessed from any
desktop on the network.
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stereo gives me almost 60 days of archived audio per station

on the current hardware.

Friendly users
The most useful feature we found was the built-in Web

server. With this application our sales assistants and
programming staff can access archived audio from their
desktops via any Web browser. The sales
and traffic departments use the logger for
airplay verification while the programming
department uses it for air checking. Our
morning shows use the logger to retrieve
favorite bits and show archival for later
compilation. Because the interface is so
easy to use, engineering now gets few
requests to pull something off the logger.

OMT Technologies has responsive sup-
port for this product. We have had two
systems running now for over two years.
Although they have not been completely
trouble -free, they will run for months with-
out being checked.

The problems we experienced have
been minor, such as file management is-
sues and an occasional needed reboot.
All have been quickly addressed by the
OMT support staff and none have im-
paired the operation of the logger. Sugges-
tions for application enhancements or
modifications are taken seriously. Up-

grades can be downloaded from the OMT
support site and are easy to install.

Overall I am happy with the reliability and
ease of use of this product. The staff has

OMT Technologies

P 888-665-0501

F 204-783-5805

www.imediatouch.com

Esales@omt.net

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry,
for the industry. Manufacturer support is lim-
ited to providing loan equipment and to aiding
the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to
publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Radio magazine.

come to rely on the easy availability of the
audio archives and I don't have to be
bothered with requests to pull a spot from
the tape.

Rice is the engineering director for Bonneville
International's St. Louis Radio Group.

Product Showcase

LOP dine Systems

Model RFC -1!B Remote Facilites Controller
control transmiter from any telephone
8-64 channels of telemetry and control

 programmable control by date and tine
 optional printer and modem adapters
 programmable telemetry alarms

i itegrated rack panel

615 228 3500
, wwv, sinesystems corn

Acoustics First
Cutting Wedge®

CW2K

OTHER FOAMS DON'T STACK UP!
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise"

Toll Free I-881-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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Field Report

SAS Rubicon, Riolink and 32KD
By Kent Kramer, CBRE

hen I way hired by Radiovisa just over a
year ago, thelmise of building a brand

enw facility too good to pass up.
Radiovisa is a Spanish Talk Radio Net-

work based in Sherman Oaks, CA, that
produces and distributes 24 -hour talk pro-
gramming nationally and is also the licens-
ee of KMXE-AM, Orange, CA.

When the planning process started, one
fact quickly became apparent: whatever I
put in would bea facility-wideaudio routing
system. Everything would tie into the master
router.

Performance at a glance
Integrates with the 32KD router

Traditional console layout

Modular design

Frame sizes from eight to 40 modul

Four bus assigns per module

Unlimited output busses

es
After spending

several weeks looking at dif-
ferent systems and talking
with different manufacturers,
I chose the Sierra Automated

Systems 32KD router with five Rubicon
consoles and five Riolink remote I/O chas-
sis for the five -room facility.

Overall, my choice was based on the
reliability of the router, the customer sup-
port I have received from the company in
the past and the overall look and feel of the
system. I had shared brochures and infor-
mation with the staff that would use the
hardware and everyone liked the familiar
look and feel of the consoles. Simple lines
and nicely laid out input modules provide

an easy to use interface.
The hardware list for the facility is fairly simple. Each room

has a single, 2RU power supply, the Rubicon work surface
and the Rio I/O package. The supply runs the Rubicon,
meter bridge and the Rio. Power connections are made
with Neutrik Speakon connectors, which provide a solid
connection. The Rio and the Rubicon can also work with
a redundant power supply.

The free-standing meter bridge is not overly complex and
is easy to view. These are hard to ignore,even for an air staff
that doesn't watch the meters. The Rubicon's built-in clock
can be synced to a master clock system. On my version,
each of the meters requires a digital input, which requires

a digital output from the routing switcher or Rio for
eaci meter. SAS is in the process of changing the
meters to be driven directly from the system DSP to

free all but one of those outputs, but I prefer using
the system outputs. In the airstudios, I use

the fourth meter as an off -air meter
fed by a return feed from the
transmitter.

The ins and outs
The Riolink chassis is a 2RU pack-

age that has all the audio inputs and
outputs and control inputs and outputs. I

also purchased the pre -wire package for each
room that breaks the Rio out to Krone blocks.

On the back of the Rio are four cards, two for inputs and
two for outputs. The Rio is configured for all-analog,split-
analog and digital or all -digital operation. I chose to go

with a 50/50 split and in the end it has proved to be the best
decision or us.
The Rio can handle 16 stereo inputs and 16 stereo

outputs. There are 16 opto inputs and 16 relay outputs for
machine control and input to the Rio,which are program-
mable. The Rio contains its own DSPand is now able to
function as a stand-alone 32x32 mixer and router, provid-
ing additional redundancy to the 32KD.

Connection of inputs and outputs is simplified, because
their final function can be programmed later. The Rio can
be used without a work surface as just a straight input/
output device. My only regret at thisstage was that I did not
purchase a Rio to stand alone in our network talk studio.
We routed everything in and out of that room through the
control room Rio, which is now full. Fortunately, I can
easily change this later.

The Rubicon console surface itself is simple. Modules
can be swapped without interrupting audio. Even the
module on the air can be swapped without affecting the
audio on the airat the time.This is because there is no audio
in the control surface.
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The .31KD is the heart of the mixing and routing system.

The Rubicon surfaces come in many different sizes. We
have two 24 -module frames in the on -air studios and three
16 -module frames in the production studios. Module
layout can be in any configuration. Control to the Rubicon
is via RS -485 serial distributed to each module on a
passive motherboard, with one serial channel addressing
four modules. Connection is via CAT -5 cable, with each
cable carrying four ports. For a 24 -module frame,two CAT -
5 cables are used.

The buttons on every module are programmable
through the control software, which is easy to learn.
Beyond the physical placement of the modules, there is
no hardware set up on the Rubicon.

Console operation
At the top of each module is a pair of buttons that are

normally programmed as A and B inputs. These provide
a quick method to access the most common input
devices, which also aid in fast input recall when an
alternate source is selected. Directly below the NB
buttons are two banks of four buttons that are generally
used as bus assignments. I say normally because the
buttons can be assigned any function you like.

Below these buttons is the Multi Function Display
(MFD). Each module can have as few or as many options
accessible through this button. Sourceselect, pan, mode,
mix -minus and record bus layout are all modified here.
Items can also be locked out.

Below the MFD is the fader and two but-
tons normally programmed as cue and IFB
buttons.This allows for IFB to any device. IFB

can be sent directly to a device independent
of the bus that is feeding that device.The IFB
assignment follows the device.

The control room and studio monitor
modules also feature 12 programmable
monitor selectors buttons that can be
used for any system source. The control
room monitor module has two faders, one
for studio speaker levels and one for the
operator's headphone level. The studio
monitor module has rotary knobs for
speaker level control but also features six
1/2" x 1/2" buttons for talkback to different
studios or monitors. Again, all of these
buttons are programmable through the
control software.

The Console Control module provides
timer control, meter control and show con-
trol.The meter buttons are programmable
to select any meters or preset sources;
users can also select any source on the
multi -function display.

AilirJ11fICEit r_r_if1501..e57Jr 11171,1:`/Pilr:

Whether used in radio, television, production, or stadium announce applications,

the Model 200 -series of announcer's consoles provide uniformly excellent performance.

With four models to choose from everything on your "wish list" can easily be handled.

And while each unit provides a unique mix of features, all snare a common core:

great audio quality, a simple user interface, and reliable operation. To see which

Model 200 -series product is right for your application, visit our website or give us a call.

Skokie, IL USA I Ph 847-676-9177 I www.studio-tech.com
l'ECHNJDILOUIEs

INC
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Field Report

The heart of the system
The 32KD router occupies 6RU. Dual

redundant power supplies, each with its
own electrical input, allow fora split elec-
trical input. I run one from UPS power and
one on raw power. Dual cooling fans draw
air through and exhaust it out the back.
The connections on the back are high -
density 96 -pin Euro connectors for the
analog inputs and outputs and RJ-21 tel-
co-style connectors handle the digital in-
puts and outputs.

While the 32KD is a relativelysmall pack-
age, leave lots of room behind and below
it. The amount of wiring that runs to the
back can become unwieldy. Because of
the amount of wire on each connector,
SAS has provided a lacing bar across the
top and bottom to tie the cables to for
support. I strongly recommend a wire
trough or additional lacing bars for addi-
tional support. The cable can be quite
heavy once it is installed.

There are only a few basic types of cards
for the router analog and digital input and

output cards that are 32 channels each, KRL cards that
provide the link between the Rios and the 32KD, and the
MCU and DRC cards. The analog and digital input and
output cards provide for 16 stereo inputs and outputs
respectively. Stereo channels can be split so there are no
wasted channels for mono devices.

Kramer is director of radio engineering for Radiovisa, Sherman
Oakc, CA.

Sierra Automated Systems

p;i 818-840-6749

Fl 818-840-6751

Wwww.sasaudio.com

Eradio@sasaudio.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well-
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

Radius-Xp rniture

all plastic surface & trim design
modular for flexibility
highest quality materials
precision crafted
professional features
many options available

This studio

furniture line is
engineered for studio decors where non -
wood trims are a design goal. Available in a
wide variety of colors, this furniture will
complement any size market application. The
modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can
be imagined.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com
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NAE1
THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

YOUR FUTURE

STARTS ERE

The future of electronic media takes shape at the NAB
show. Join thousands of future -focused professionals
from more than 130 countries around the world as
they gather to discover cutting -edge tools, discuss
new ideas, and sharpen their competitive edge.
NAB2005 will showcase the latest innovations from
every facet of television, radio, film, video, audio
and multimedia technology in an event unlike any
other. If you work in the world of electronic media -
Your future starts here.

NAB2005  Conferences: April 16-21  Exhibits: April 18-21
Las Vegas Convention Center

Las Vegas, Nevada USA

www.nabshow.com



New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Stereo audio meter
DK Technologies
MSD 100C: Engineers have only three pre-
sets to choose from: two PPM analog input
mode, two PPM digital input mode and

four PPM both ana-
log and digital
mode. The meter
features a color
VGA screen and
comes with two
audio input pairs:
one stereo analog
and one AES-3 dig-
ital input channel.
It accepts 96kHz on

the digital input and offers 24 -bit A/D. The
meter also incorporates a Goniometer (au-
dio vector oscilloscope) and a phaseme-
ter. The meter supports multiple PPM stan-
dards. Other features include a level meter
with user definable scales and reference
levels and a wall plug power supply.

+45 4485 0255; fax +45 4485 0250

wwwilk-tedinelogies.com; inked -technologies.=

Short -form PCI audio cards
Digigram
PCX924v2,PCX22v2 andVX222v2:These
stereo cards have been resized to the short -
length PCI format. With a length of 6.875,
the boards now fit in the most compact

computers with 5V, 5V+3.3V or
3.3V PCI busses, as well as

computers with PCI-X
bus. The new sound
cards are fully compati-

ble with existing drivers for
the longer versions of

PCX924v2, PCX22v2, and VX222v2.
The PCX924v2 is a full -duplex stereo

sound card forsimultaneousand indepen-
dent record and playback. The PCX924v2
features 24 -bit converters, balanced ana-
log and AES/EBU I/Os, an external AES/
EBU synchronization input, a headphone
jack, as well as Wave and Digigram np
Runtime drivers. A playback -only card,
Digigram PCX22v2 offers two analog or
digital outputs only. The VX222v2 sound
card includes balanced 2/2 analog inputs
and outputs with 24 -bit converters,as well
as a stereo AES/EBU input/output.

103-815-9100: fax 103-815-9161

wenv.digigram.com; input@digigram.com

SPL meter
ATI

SLM-100:This device features a large
analog meter for quick measure-
ments. The frequency ranges from
32Hz to 10kHz,and it makes A and C
weighted measurements with peak
or averaging response. The meter
includes a seven -range selector
switch,calibration control and a test
signal output via an RCA jack. A 9V
battery supplies the power. SPL ranges from 50dB to 126dB,
referenced to 0.0002mbar, are possible. A threaded insert
allows the meter to be mounted on a camera tripod. The
unit measures 6.25"x 2.5"x 1.75".

800-922-8001; fax 215-443-0331

www.atiaudio.com; saleseatieudie.com

Surge suppressor
LEA International

Powervantage:Powervantage
is designed for low clamp,
ease of service and en-
hanced diagnostics.The sys-
tem is field-upgradeable in
terms of surge capacity. The
surge suppressor features
MOV modules built to meet
industry standards for sen-
sitive load applications. Col -

0 or -coded, compact mod-
ules feature two simple at-
taching screws and redun-
dant monitoring capability.

Its modules deliver low clamp point while handling over -
voltages by providing maximum sharing across MOV sur-
face areas.

so

800-881-8506; fax 208-162-6099

wwwleaintl.com; crassier@leaind.com

Digital FM antenna
Dielectric

HD Plus: Integrated along-
side existing analog FM an-
tennas, this antenna provides
an interleaved antenna solu-
tion for HD Radio broadcasts.
Special design consider-
ations between the analog
and digital antenna bays pro-
vide for isolation that exceeds
40dB; 10 percent more than
the 36dB required by the FCC.

800-341-9618; fax 207-655-7120

www.dielectric.com; dcsalesedielecnic.com
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Portable mixer
Professional Sound
PSC M6 Mixer. Designed for extreme field operating
conditions, the mixer uses rotary pot faders because of
their immunity to dirt and dust. The mixer offers provi-

sions for direct
mounting of a re-
corder. This unit
also offers six in-
puts with switch -
able mic power-
ing, line or mic in-
puts, phase rever-
sal, two-way EQ,

pan pot and two aux sends. Its output section contains
two large, easy to read LCD peak meters, slate micro-
phone, private line to boom operators, full duplex boom
communication, recorder remote rolls, reference oscilla-
tor, four selectable headphone feeds, two main outputs
and two aux outputs. The mixer measures 14"W x 15"D x
2.25"H and it weighs 1 1 lbs without batteries. Internal
power is provided by 10 D alkaline cells and its external
power is 10 to 18Vdc at 10W. The unit offers a 11<f2 input
impedance with balanced XLR 600f/ outputs.

661-295-9395: fax 661-295-8398

www.ptofessionalsound.com: sales@professionalsound.com

771.Powerful Automation from BSI
mop

Modular tuner
Audio Design Associates

Tune Suite: This computer controlled
modular tuner can be configured with any
combination of FM, AM, WX (weather
band) and XM Satellite Radio service. Us-
ers can listen to four radio stations simul-
taneously or cascade seven Tune Suite
mainframes together for any combination
of 27 AM, FM, WX or XM channels at once.
Three front -panel knobs allow users to se-
lect as many as 30 RF preset stations,tune or
seek radio frequencies and change the fre-
quency band. The four line front panel
displays information such as the station fre-
quency, band, preset number and stereo/
mono status for RF modules. In the XM
mode, the display automatically shows the
category,
channel
number and
preset num-
ber. Each of
the modules can be computer or infrared
controlled while providing complete oper-
ational status.

BOO -HD -AUDIO: fax 914-946-9620

www.ada-usa.com: literature@Eda-usa.com

110Series
110

$9,999

Free syste
upgrades
available

bowl

Purchase a system from BSI with the confidence that you're buying years of research into what makes an automation and hard -
disk play out system reliable, powerful and versatile. Dell Computers with 3 -year on -site warranty, professional AudioScience
multi -output sound cards and BSI software make a great combination.

Our team of broadcast professionals installs and configures your system so that everything is ready to run out of the box. We
include telephone training to help you get started, and the Series 110 comes with a full year of standard telephone support and
software upgrades. For added peace of mind, software mirroring synchronizes your machines, so that changes made on one
computer are reflected on the other.

BSI systems are used in stations across the US and around the vs orld.

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile
BSI software really is. Test and try before you buy.

illroadcast Software International 1925 Bailey Hill Real, Suite .4, Eugene, OR 97405
ww.bsiusa.com 888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721) inforiibsiusa.com

Para el espahol, Ramada Felipe Chavez, Distribuidor (12 los E.E.U.U.
(916) 368-6332 fchavezi-ti ommedianet.com BS, II
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New Products

Cobranet PCI audio adapter
Audio Science
ASI6400:The ASI6400 series is a broadcast
specific line of PCI audio adapters to pro-
vide Cobranet audio networking. Using a
Texas Instruments 32 -bit floating point DSP
together with Cirrus Logic's new CS18101
Cobranet interface allows the card to si-

multaneously
record and play
16 mono or
eight stereo
streams of
24 -bit au-
dio over a
100Mb/s

Ethernet net-
- work. All the features of

other ASI6000 series adapters are
available such as MPEG Layer 2 and Layer
3 compression,MRX multi -rate mixing,TSX
time scaling and flexible mixing.

302-324-5333; fax 302-738-9434
www.audioscience.com; sales@audioscience.corn

Upgrades and Updates
OMT has released Imecialogger version 2.5. Enhancements

-o this release include an enhar ced graphical -user -nerface
-or greater ease of use; access to the built-in Web serve-
hrough co porate firewaks and Interne: routers; the ability to
;plit stereo inputs to discrete lei and rieit; greater cornoatib I-
ty with recorded fi es and third -party audio editors and
mprovedfinctionality and per'ormance.

www.amt.net

Audio Labs Vox Pro PC version 3.3 is now shipping. This
update rev ses Vox Pro PC's internal database format.
allowing icr gain increase for selected audio for one or both
:racks, ani a resizable imerface, from minimal to full screen
It is compatible with MOST scurd cards. Mouse click and drab
audio higi ighting; MP3 rnror. and extort of mult tale files;
streamlined administrative features; and faster access to
folders ccrtaining thousands o= files are other added feature:.

www.audionlabs.com

The Cedar audio restoi.ation tools have been updated for
Cambridge v2 The upda:e adds numerous new modules
and features to earlier versions 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2 which a -e
now obsolete.

www.:edar-audio..:om

A new rrodule, Audemat-Aztec Manager Client Server,
enables alarm reception xa 'iltered stations, filtered
geographical areas Dr Tilt ered event types. Application of this
option is to use the comr lete data offered by Manager
software -c propose spec fic services (specific alarms) to radio
and TV stations.

www.iudemat-azt.m.com

Remote eroadca5t Solutions!!!
ZEN

IC/rcuitVVrlIcawnMiCTeI
r4A

PCIPA/Mlic Input X

o
Mic-TFI - llotic/LinF to TifrphooF IntFrfPcF

Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

D, High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

si> External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

Do Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels.

CircultVVerkes,
352-335-6555

Gla

Florida 32609. 11=11 11M1

cw

CrcudtWrices r ap T 5
.ea 0.0 P

Audio E isno alt

TefTap - Pocket-Slzed
111pnupl TFlephone Coupler

Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone coupler.

Send c I receive telephone audio.

Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from
the phone line, but eaves the TelTap connected.

5> Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities.

Gel info on these e other
great remotf: products at
W ank cultwerkes.coni
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone linc.

5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.em E-mail: jimgagorman-redlich.com

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

F If digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.

LBA Technology, Inc. is your proven

supplier of innovative, digital -ready

AM antenna systems. Our products

include tuning units, phasing systems,

multiplexers, AM/wireless isolation

systems and components for every

power level. We help hundreds of

broadcasters in the USA and

worldwide to --

Reach further -
sound better!

LBA Technology, Inc.
Broadcast and Telecommunications Antenna Products

LBA TunipoleitO
Fplded Unipole Systems 1.1.

Diple>er. Tnr iexer and
Ph 3 sor S /stems

Antenna Tuning Units

LBA
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 I Fax 252-752-9155
Email Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com
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IICin a®
Towers

Above the Rest

Monopoles
Guyed Towers

Self -Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Since 1943, ERI has provided
excellence in engineering,

reliability in service, and years
of manufacturing integrity.
Our past experience is
your future guarantee.

Al* .1.1!!celo
Electronics Research, Inc,

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

812-925-6000 www.ERlinc.com

Tran scorn Corporation
AM FM Transmitters

Visit our new Internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all

major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

1kW

1.5kW

3.5kW
3.5kW
5kW
6kW
20kW
25kW
25kW

30kW
50kW

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
1998 Harris Quest

Solid State
1987 BE FM1.5A
1986 Harris FM3.5K
1992 Harris HT3.5
1982 Harris FM 5K
1995 Henry 6000D
1978 Collins 831G2
1982 Harris FM25K
1980 CSI T -25 -FA

(Amplifier Only)
1986 BE FM30A
1982 Harris Combiner

w/auto exciter -
transmitter switcher

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1kW 1998 Continental 314D

Solid State
1kW 1998 Harris Gates 1

Solid State
1983 Harris MW1A

Solid State
1986 Harris SX1A

Solid State
1985 Harris MW5B
1986 Harris MW1OB
1985 Continental 317C2
1986 Nautel AMPFET 50

Solid State AND MUCH MORE
GSED EICITERS

Harris DIGIT, 2002
Continental 8028 Retuning 8 Testing Available
*New* 20 watt -synthesized CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

1kW

1kW

5kW
10kW
50kW
50kW

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
ANALOG AND DIGITAL

Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF AND UHF. 10 w to 10 kw
TV Antennas
TV STL

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
1kW UHF 1992 Acrodyne
10kW UHF 1999 Itelco T614C

(Like new -60 hrs. of use)

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Audio Amplifiers:

BGW 85

Crown D-75
Audiometrics Stereo Distribution

Amplifier
'New* Denon 720R Cassette Player
Mosely remote controls
Potomac Phase Monitor AM 19

w/sampler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901

Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz

1KVA s -phase

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable..,01

414111. 11'/DP1111111111ki

www.autogramcorp.com
AS
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Use Once a Day to
Alleviate Traffic

Congestion

Traffic and billing made easy with
the affordable Traffic C.O.P. for Windows"
Take the headache out of controlling traffic with Traffic C.O.P.

for Windows. Whether it's scheduling logs, printing invoices, or
managing receivables, the Traffic C.O.P. will work for you. And.

because it's Windows based traffic software, you get a
modern, reliable and easy to use program-all backed by the
superior customer support of Broadcast Data Consultants.

Isn't it time you get rid of congestion?

Call for your FREE CD demo today, or for more information,
please visit our web -site.

Toll Free: 800-275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com
Broadcast Data Consultants,
51 South Main Ave.. Suite 312, Clearwater, FL 33765

TRAFFIC CCU!
'OR W.N.JON

The AES-302 Digital Audio
SwitcheriDistribution System

MIMI

Two Input Switcher
Automatic or Manual Switching
Optional Silence Sensor
Status Monitor with Memory
Front Panel Headphone ,..ack
High Quality 24 bit 96 KHz D/A Converter

Introducing the next generation digital audio switcher from
BDI. Now you can have complete confidence in your signal
path with the AES-302. reed main and back up AES streams
to the inputs and the selected feed is routed to four digital
outputs and an analog stereo output. If a fault occurs, the
automatic switcher selects the alternate feed. There is
extensive front panel error and operational status and a
headphone jack for confidence monitoring. The AES-302 has a
remote control interface for easy attachment to remote control
systems. The AES-302 is future proof too. The digital compo-
nents mount to a plug in pc board which can be upgraded in
the future should digital audio standards be enhanced or your
requirements change. Call you' local broadcast equipment
dealer to order. Call us or visit our website for detailed
information.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916
Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com bdi

mouser. com
ENGINEERED FOR ENGINEERS

140*,

444,000+ Electronic Components
Over 1,000,000 Cross References

New Products.
New Suppliers,
New Technologies.

New Catalog Every 90 Days'

rYIP URPNE
a di company

18001 346-6873

www.mouser.com

Our client list continues to grow.ay5 We would like to Thank -You
for your confidence and your

MOORETRONIX
purchases.

We now lave in stoc-<, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM VE ndor and are priced at
$60.00 p3r set. Make the hest voice over microphone,
new agai 1!

We recordition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,
ABX and RMX mixinc consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Cbtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality buil- products last and last and
last!

Check ou- WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcas- gear. All ecuipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipmert... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

0,100141% dratt ,..or I tt raw sa tyadernorks of Mouser F IfIC
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E-mail:

rfp@rfparts.com
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5
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5
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REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWITH
for better sound

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & statfc
electricity

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS

ALso

 DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR

ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS

YOUR AM COVERAGE

PATTERN.

 COMMERCIAL AND CON-
SUMER TOWERS, GILA-

STAT LIGHTNING

PROTECTION

I ; 0
1,1,1,71,1177' 1771171,1,17,

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401

www.nottltd.com
phone: 505-327-5646 I fax: 505-325-1142

1(1 LOME

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744.0700  800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com

37 2005'
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Going Digital?
Go GoldWAV!

661,,(14
26,000 songs in 16 bit, 44.1

stereo .WAV files with all the
song data embedded.

Also available in GoldDrive
MPEG Layer 2, Mode 2

And with the purchase of any
GoldWAV or GoldDrive library
you can acquire a matching,

back-up, GoldDisc library
for half price.

tn`rou CENTURY

GoldDisc - GoldDrive - GoldWV
The World Plays Our Music!

www.TMCentury.com
972.406.6800 TMCItiTMCentury.com

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Longley-Rice Coverage over 3D Terrain

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

10 Create stunning -real-world' coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, PTP, Okamura/Hata and
FCC with Probe 3TM

0 Search for FM channels under spacings
and contour protection using FMCont'm.

0 Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro TM

Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D TM

VaSCOMMUNICATIONS,1 engineering consulting
ILE i gormaokatirnWorisarr software
nd Eaonerrtn. I orowdling

oft The leader in broadcast

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684

Acoustics First®

CUTTING WEDGE®
ACOUSTICAL FOAM

1 888 765 2900

Racily
The only industry publication that's

written by radio professionals
for radio professionals.

DON'T MISS OUT!

FREE

www.beradio.com

If you miss an issue of Radio
magazine, you'll pass up valuable

peer -to -peer advice regarding:
 New product previews
 User reports
 Facility showcases
 Installation projects
 FCC updates
 Application examples
 Much more
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EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ
FM FREQUENCIES

88 TO 108 MHZ
ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88

TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANTENNAS, INC
(817)-336-4351_

www.samcoantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net

First in AUDIO
&VIDEO

Cabling Systems

wiT®WOCX?Ba-
WIREWORKS CORPORATION

380 HILLSIDE AVE. HILLSIDE, NJ 07205
SALES: 800-642-9473 FAX: 908-686-0483

sales@wireworks.com www.wireworks.cons

Racily
Be sure to check us out on the Web for
2005 advertising information including:

 Media Kit

 Advertising Rates

 General Requirements

 Editorial Calendar

 Much More

111,f1 FCC Certified
slOug" FM Stereo Transmitter

GET ON -THE OFR, STRY OM-THE-WM
V SOW RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM and Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

What's the
bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PX50 was designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, with auto-
matic power reduction and
restore on VSWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus
the PX50 is FCC Certified urder parts 2, 73, 8 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never have to worry about non-
compliance! Get on the air QUICK...and STAY on the air, with the PX50!

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
590 Fishers Station Drive  Victor, NY 14564
800-446-2295  585-924-4560
www.ramseyelectronics.com
Providing Value And Performance For Over 30 Years!

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com

1-877-766-2999

Quality Equipment, Low Price
20 W FM Exciter $ 949
100 W FM Exciter $1695
100 W FM Amp. $ 995
250 W FM Exciter $2495
250 W FM Amp. $1795
500 W FM Amp. $3995
1KW FM Xmitter $5995
2KW FM Xmitter $6995
1KW FM Amp. $5449
950 Mhz STL sys. $2995

STL Licensing & Coordination

MLW FOR 200$1
950 Mhz

Composite STL

Digitally Tuned

Composite &
Mono Input
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Bay Country
teBROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry. corn  e-mail infoVbaycountry.com

Classified
For Sale

AcousticsFirst
Toll -Free 888-765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Rail!
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

Professional Services
tructura na ysis
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Meet the professionals who write

for Radio magazine.
This month: Field Report, page 34.

Marchall Rice
Engineering

Director
Bonneville

International
St. Louis

Rice started his ca-
reer in radio at
KMNR-FM at the
University of Missou-

ri -Rolla in 1979. In 1986 he became the chief
engineer at KORX-FM in Springfield, MO.
From there he returned to Rolla, MO, and then
moved to St. Louis to work for a few large
owners before joining Bonneville in 2000,
where he oversees four stations.
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Sian Off
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember? The Tektronix Type 561A oscil-
loscope was used to check per -

Sample and Hold
Radio by the numbers

The average number 3f
years respondents ha. :e
worked in the broadcast
engineer ng field.

The average number of
individuzl stations (AM
or FM) radio engineers
are responsible for.

Percentage of station
chief engineers that say
computer/IS/IT functions
are considered the
engireering depart-
ment's responsibility.

Percentage of radio
stations -hat plan to
implement or already
have commenced IBOC
transmiss on.

Source: 2004 Radio magazine Salary

formance characteristics of FM
stereo generators and 10W FM transmitters. Seventeen
amplifier and time -based plug-in units could be used
for different types of applications. The unit displayed
single or multi -trace presentations. The upper trace
displayed a composite left only signal, including the
19kHz pilot carrier. The lower trace presented the
38kHz L -R subcarrier. The oscilloscope provided an
8cm x 10cm viewing area. In 1964, this piece of
equipment's retail price was $500, not including plug-
in units.

That was then

The motor generator room of the General Electric
station KGO in Oakland, CA, contained nine motor -
generator sets. In 1924, these supplied current for
heating the filaments of the tubes, plate potential for
the power amplifiers, bias potential for the amplifier
and modulator tubes, and excitation for the various
generators. These machines were all in duplicate,
thus ensuring a continuous program in the event of
failure. Motor generators were required to create the
dc power because high -voltage rectifiers were not
yet available.

Source: John Schneider's Broadcast History at
users.adams.net/Hfs.

Question
of the Month:
What percentage of equipment
in your on -air signal path is
fully digital (using digital
inputs and outputs)?
Vote at www.beradio.com
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The Wheatstone GENERATION -5
has the POWER and FEATURES

Stations Demand the MOST

LOTS More!
Our Generation -5 provides your operators

with a straightforward traditional control surface
coupled with all the benefits of digital technology. It
gives you the flexibility of system -wide source, mix and
destination control (any signal anywhere), a powerful
mix -minus section and a complete event store, name
and recall system. One wire from this surface can
control THOUSANDS of wires in your technical
operations center.

And while the G-5 feels like an analog console,
its DSP-based mixing engine keeps your digital sources
digital while coiverting analog sources to switched
digital, eliminating crosstalk and noise. It can furnish
remote and telcom functionality on any input fader
without fear of -feedback-a real plus in back-to-back

daily operations. Its built-in graphic displays keep
operators on top of things with just a glance. And since
the entire system is software based, you can accom-
modate any format with a press of a button.

Like all our Generation Series consoles, the G-5
has complete failsafe options available, such as
automaTic fail -over DSP and CPU cards and redundant
power supplies. We can even provide scheduling
software and studio mounted satellite cages that can
be configured to mix independently from your main
routing system.

At WHEATSTONE we've built and sold over a
thousand digital audio consoles. The G-5 is a

culmination of all that experience. Benefit from our
expertise - choose WHEATSTONE!

600 lodustriar Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562
252-638-7000! WO: VV! .stone.cc,17? /sales@wheatstone.com

copyright 0 2004 by Wheatstone Corporation



I Behind Every GOOD CONSOLE

There's an EVEN BETTER ROUTER

There's no
long learning
curve requ:red
to immediately
start using this tradi-
tional layout specifically
envi;ioned for operatcrs
of ad skill levels.

BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY enables the GEN-4 surface
to operate far beyond the limits of its stuirfic main-
frame. Integration with the Br:dge digital audio
network router provides systemwide access to ad
station on -air and off -air audio resources via inter -
linked CAT -5 or fiberopti: cable. And cf course, vie all know
EXPERIENCE COUNTS! With o'er eighty Wheatstone Generation control surfaces
already operating in the field, you can be assured your instaNaticn will proceed
smoothly and on time.

the digital audio leaders


